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Statement of Community Consultation — Stretham Village Centre

1. Executive summary

This statement has been prepared in support of the planning application for the development of a

new Village Centre in the village of Stretham, Cambridgeshire (hereinafter ‘the proposal’), on

behalf of Stretham Parish Council (hereinafter ‘the applicant’).

Community engagement around the proposed provision of a new Village Centre has been on-going in

Stretham since 2018, following a village-wide consultation in 2016 about how to improve the existing

Parish Rooms, which led to the consensus that a new facility was needed. After part of the funding

required for a new facility was secured in 2020, a site location was identified and initial designs were

developed in early 2021, with public consultation then taking place on an updated design in November

2021. This latter stage of community engagement took place between 16th November and 14th

December 2021 (‘the consultation period’). It aimed to engage local groups or organisations most likely

to use the new facility regularly or frequently (‘user groups’), as well as the wider parish population

(‘local residents’), in the preparation of plans that form the basis of the planning application, and is the

subject of this Report.

The community engagement process was facilitated by specialist community engagement consultants,

Yellobelly, on behalf of the applicant.

The applicant wanted to ensure the whole community had the opportunity to get involved and have

their say at an early stage in the process, before the designs for the Village Centre had been

finalised. This was achieved by sharing information with all residents via the parish newsletter which

is delivered to all homes in the parish; contacting local user groups; holding two community

engagement events; and sharing information via the Stretham Parish Council website. The events

took the form of a workshop with user groups, plus a subsequent drop-in public exhibition for local

residents.

Feedback was invited via the events, feedback forms, the website and email, for consideration by the

applicant and the project architects.

The engagement activity was designed to provide everyone with the chance to get involved whether

they were able to attend one of the community engagement events or not.

98 feedback submissions (via feedback forms completed at the events or via the website) were

received during the consultation period.
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Overview of feedback

The feedback form included the question, ‘What do you think of the designs?’ to give the applicant an

understanding of the general opinion of what was being presented/proposed.

In total, 67% of the responses provided to this question were positive about the design, with just over a

third of these suggesting further modifications in their responses. 28% of the total responses were

negative in sentiment about the design - 24 of the 25 negative responses were from local residents.

Almost all of the user group responses (84%) were positive about the design - with only one user group

response being negative in sentiment, and two being neutral.

62% of responses from local residents were positive about the design, with fewer than half of these

suggesting further modifications in their responses.

Theme User group

responses

number/ %
1

Local resident

responses

number/ %

Total responses

number / %

Positive comment, with no reservations 12 / 67% 26 / 37% 38 / 43%

Positive comment, modifications suggested 3 / 17% 18 / 25% 21 / 24%

Neutral comment 2 / 11% 3 / 4% 5 / 6%

Negative comment 1 / 6% 24 / 34% 25 / 28%

Additional comments provided in response to this question can be found in Section 5.

The form also asked which of the amenities and facilities at the Village Centre respondents would you

be likely to use. Amongst user groups, the function room, terraces/courtyard and main hall were the

most popular facilities. Amongst local residents, the community cafe, social club and main hall were the

most popular facilities.

Multiple answers could be given to this question, and the responses were as follows.

Answer option User group responses

(number)

Local resident

responses (number)

Function room
13 22

Terraces/courtyards
13 22

Main hall
12 31

1
All percentage figures in the table and accompanying narrative have been rounded
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Kitchen
9 18

Community cafe
8 33

Social club
7 29

Meeting room
4 19

Micro retail units
2 12

Garden
8 24

As well as inviting responses to specific questions, the form also invited ‘any further feedback, thoughts

or suggestions’ on the design/proposal.

The key themes of the responses to this invitation feedback can be found below, showing comments

from user groups and then local residents. Overall, access and/or parking was a common theme in the

responses. User group responses included further comments on the design or expressions of support,

whereas responses from local residents were more concerned with the consultation process and the

principle or costs of the project.

Responses from user groups:

Theme User group

responses (number)

Local resident

responses (number)

Total responses

number

Access/parking 4 17 21

Consultation - 15 15

Principle/costs - 15 15

Design 4 3 7

Support 4 3 7

Amenities/facilities 3 4 7

Location - 7 7

A breakdown of all feedback themes, with verbatim comments, is included in Section 5.
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Outcomes of feedback

The feedback received during the consultation period was considered by the project team and the

following changes were made to the design for the Village Centre as a result, before it was finalised

for submission with the planning application.

Changes made as a result of feedback from the public consultation:

● The kitchen has been reconfigured to create more of a direct connection to the social club,

function room and main hall

● The keg and chilled store location have been moved closer to the bar to reduce the length of

supply pipes

● Additional WCs have been added next to the main hall, so hall users could have their own

facilities, separate from those intended for use by the social club

● An extra bar has been added to the main hall for functions, separate to the social club bar

● A location for a sound and lighting box has been added above the new WCs in the main hall

● Plans for a permanent stage in the main hall have been added, with storage space beneath

● The meeting room has also been designated as a changing room, for use by performance

groups

● Additional parking spaces have been provided (now 42), with  options for additional parking to

cater for large events being considered

● Changes to roof lines and room heights have been made

In addition, the applicant is considering how phasing the construction process may reduce initial costs.

The updated design will be shared with the community via the parish newsletter and website

following submission of the planning application.
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2. Engagement framework

As the East Cambridgeshire District Council Statement of Community Involvement (adopted 2018)

states, ‘pre application consultation will enable communities to raise issues with and make suggestions

to the developer.’ As a new Village Centre would be used predominantly by parish residents, the
2

applicant is committed to open, accessible and meaningful engagement with the whole community that

will ultimately help the facility be a long-term success.

The pre-application community engagement activity was designed with the following principles in mind:

Inclusive

The applicant has been engaging members of the Stretham parish in the idea of a new community

facility since 2016, when an initial parish-wide consultation about how to improve the current Parish

Rooms found that they were not fit-for-purpose and that a new facility was needed. In 2018, a

follow-up survey and consultation exercise resulted in 95% support for a new Village Centre.
3

Following this, initial plans were drawn up and estimates received, however in 2019 the project was

paused due to lack of funding. In 2020, Cambridgeshire County Council approved part of the funding

required for the development of a new facility and the project was re-started. In early 2021, a

preferred site location was identified and initial designs were developed. The most recent period of

community engagement was then held (in November 2021) to share and invite feedback on an

updated design, with all residents of the parish including members of local user groups encouraged

to take part, ensuring no-one was excluded from the process.

Accessible and convenient

Information about the proposal and the community engagement events was made available to

parish residents via the newsletter that is hand delivered through every door in the parish; and online

via the Parish Council website. The events were held on weekday afternoons/evenings to avoid the

daytime and weekends, when many people may be working/otherwise engaged. They were held in

the Parish Rooms, which are central within the village and therefore within walking distance of many

residents. The events were also publicised via posters displayed on Stretham Parish Council

noticeboards. Information and feedback forms were also hand-delivered to any user group members

who were unable to attend the event(s).

Enquiries and feedback were invited at the events and via the website, email and post.

3
At least 66 responses were received

2
East Cambridgeshire District Council SCI, Page 2
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Genuine and meaningful

As is detailed above, the applicant has been actively engaging with local residents and user groups

about  the proposals for a number of years; a precedent that continued through this most recent stage

of the consultation.  Input was invited whilst the Village Centre design was still in draft form so that

feedback could be gathered and comments could be considered prior to it being finalised for

submission. The context, constraints and opportunities of the project were clearly communicated so

that feedback was invited on aspects that could readily be influenced. The applicant will report back to

the community about how the submitted design responds to the feedback received.

Accountable

A full record of feedback was maintained and this Statement of Community Consultation has been

compiled to detail all engagement activities, comment themes and how responses to the

engagement process have been considered in the submitted application.
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3. Stakeholders

The community engagement process was widely publicised to local residents and user groups, who are

listed below. Full details of how residents and groups (‘stakeholders’) were contacted/engaged with

can be found in Section 4.

Residents

The applicant felt it was important to invite all residents of the parish to get involved in the

consultation. All households in the parish received a hand-delivered parish newsletter in which

information about the proposal and how to get involved was included.

The engagement process was also publicised via the Parish Council website and posters

displayed in the village.

User groups

The applicant sent emails to the following local user groups to invite them to take part in the

consultation:

● Stretham Outreach Singers

● Women’s Institute

● Tuesday history group

● Stretham Players

● Bowls Club

● Social Club

● Young at Heart (Over 60's Club)

● Tiddlywinks
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4. Consultation activities

Consultation objective

The objective of the public consultation was to share information and designs for the Village Centre with

residents of the parish, local user groups and anyone else with an interest in the plans. The overarching

aim was for the applicant to be able to take comments and ideas from the community on board and

evolve the design before the planning application was submitted, to help ensure the Village Centre

effectively provides what is most needed by the community, and is more likely to be a long-term,

sustainable success as a result.

Summary of activity

The table below shows the community engagement programme for the latest stage of consultation:

Activity & stakeholders Date

Phase one:

To engage with those groups most likely to use a new Village Centre on a regular or frequent

basis

Email sent to all user groups listed in Section 3 inviting them to a

consultation workshop to view and comment on the draft design for the

Village Centre.

October/November

2021

Newsletter distributed to all households with information about the

proposal and consultation opportunities.

1st November 2021

User group consultation workshop held at the Parish Rooms, Stretham,

4pm - 8pm.

16th November 2021

Phase two:

To engage with all residents of Stretham

As above, Newsletter distributed to all households with information

about the proposal and consultation opportunities. Posters displayed

1st November 2021
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around the village. Information uploaded to the Parish Council website.

Public consultation event held at the Parish Rooms, Stretham, 4pm - 8pm.

Tuesday 30th

November 2021

Website updated with the same information as that displayed at the

public consultation event, plus an online feedback form.

Tuesday 30th

November 2021

Close of consultation period

To allow feedback to be considered in a timely manner

Online feedback form removed from the Parish Council website.

Closing date was also included on the feedback forms.

14th December 2021

User group consultation workshop - 16th November 2021

For the first phase of the consultation, the applicant invited a variety of local user groups to view and

comment on the latest design for the Village Centre at a workshop event. The applicants and the project

architects were present at the event to provide information, facilitate discussion and answer questions.

The user groups were invited to listen to a short

presentation providing context and timeframes for

the Village Centre project, and showing the latest

design. Following the presentation, questions were

invited, which were answered by parish councillors

and the architects.

Subsequent round-table discussions amongst

attendees about the design were encouraged, and

feedback was invited both verbally and in writing,

on feedback forms or via post-it notes which could be attached to A1 print-outs of the design which were

provided on tables.

Representatives from all of the user groups listed in Section 4 attended.

Public consultation event and website - 30th November 2021

For the second phase of the consultation, the applicant invited local residents to view and comment on

the latest designs at a public exhibition and via the Parish Council website.
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The public exhibition adopted an informal, drop-in format, with information boards, printed plans and a

computer generated fly-through on display in the Parish Rooms. The applicant and the project architects

were present to provide any additional information needed and answer questions. The information

boards were also made available on the Parish Council website.

All residents of the parish of Stretham were

invited to drop-in to the event to read about the

background and timeframe for the Village Centre

project, and to see the latest design. Attendees

were invited to complete feedback forms, either

during the event or afterwards (and returned by

email or in the Parish Rooms post box).

The information displayed at the exhibition was

added to the Parish Council website and an online

feedback form was available from 29th November

to 14th December 2021.

Managing feedback

A central record of all the feedback received was maintained throughout the consultation period.
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5. Consultation feedback

Level of participation

26 people attended the user group consultation workshop and approximately 115 people attended the
4

public exhibition.

Between 1st November and 14th December 2021, there were 96 visits to the Village Centre page, 84

visits to the Village Centre Designs page, and 58 visits to the Village Centre Have Your Say page of the

Parish Council website.

98 feedback submissions were received, all via completed feedback forms. 20 were from members of

user groups, and 78 were from members of the public.

● 11 forms returned during the user group consultation workshop

● 11 forms returned after the user group consultation workshop and before the public consultation

event (nine from members of user groups and two from local residents)

● 59 forms returned during the public consultation event

● 17 forms completed via the Parish Council website

The feedback form posed ten questions - inviting both multiple-choice and ‘free text’ answers - and

captured demographic information.

Verbal feedback was also received during the events and notes were taken by, and shared between, the

applicant and the architects.

Feedback from user groups

NB. All comments are verbatim

Q1. Which of the amenities and facilities at the Village Centre would you be likely to use? (please tick all

that apply)

Answer option No. responses

Function room
13

Terraces/courtyards
13

4
88 people signed in as they arrived at the public consultation event, but it is estimated that a further 27

attended and did not sign in.
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Main hall
12

Kitchen
9

Community cafe
8

Social club
7

Meeting room
4

Micro retail units
2

One other suggestion was made in response to this question: bar

Q2. What do you think of the designs?

The vast majority of responses provided to this question were positive and can be themed as follows:

Theme No. responses

Positive comment, with no reservations 12

Positive comment, modifications suggested 3

Neutral comment 2

Negative comment 1

Positive comments, with no reservations:

● Very good

● Very good

● Looks very in keeping with the village

● Fantastic - so excited! Very community - bringing people together, love the garden areas

● Good, pitched roofs, courtyards, good ambience vital

● Well thought out

● Good, in keeping with the surrounds

● Very good, particularly if it does look like a georgian farm

● Good

● Absolutely stunning. It will blend beautifully with the landscape

● Very fitting to keep in with the village surroundings

● OK

Positive comments, modifications suggested:

● Very impressive - with modification

● Brilliant, just think it needs bar facilities in big hall!
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● I like the design and layout of this building. My only reservations would be for the interior which

looks a bit restricted around the kitchen/bar/foyer area

Neutral comments:

● Too big. We don't need all the rooms. Can't see the rental units being required. I am afraid

retail/works (?) units are empty all over the county due to Covid. Childrens play area needs to be

by social club not by road

● Bar sited to serve social club and main hall. Toilets relocated. Combine rooms but able to

segregate with folding doors

Negative comment

● Fractured! Why dedicated council offices? Not overly flexible to expand/retract for size of uses.

[illegible word] for function room from bar? Pinch point between WCs to bar from foyer

Q3. Are there any other amenities or facilities that the Village Centre should have to make it more

attractive?

Six responses were provided to this question, some offering multiple suggestions, which can be broadly

themed as follows:

Amenities/facilities:

● Larger children's play area. Sporting facilities - football/cricket?

● Carpet bowls

● Boules court, outside tables for chess and draughts

● Kitchen

Broadband/technology

● Very strong WiFi

● Facilities plenty of power points, overhead projector, pull-down screen, WiFi, sound,

Design:

● Better connectivity between social spaces

● Toilets in foyer nearer to big hall.
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Q4. How do you think you would be most likely to travel to the Village Centre? (e.g. walk, cycle, drive)

Almost all respondents stated that they would be most likely to walk to the Village Centre, with almost

half also saying they might drive, as shown below:

No. responses

Walk 19

Drive 8

Cycle 3

Q5. Do you think having a village centre will improve Stretham residents’ well-being?

Almost all respondents felt that the Village Centre would improve Stretham residents’ well-being, with

18 repondents answering yes to this question (one said ‘unsure’ and one did not answer).

Q6. Do you have an idea for a new group, activity or event(s) that you would like to set up and/or

organise at the new Village Centre?

Three responses were provided to this question, as follows:

● Slimming World, drop-in clinics

● Would be interested in a micro retail unit

● Possibly U3A sub-group

Q7. Which of these names do you prefer as the formal name for the Village Centre ?

Answer option No. responses

Stretham Community Hub 10

Stretham Village Centre 9

Stretham Village Hub 1
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Q8. Do you have any suggestions on how we can make the Village Centre a long-term success?

Responses provided to this question were as follows:

● Fundraising events for village. Social cafe and social gatherings

● The bar to serve all functions

● Rental costs kept to affordable levels. Flexibility of spaces

● Low cost for hiring rooms

● Lots of events, especially for the social club

● Regular promotion and advertising - perhaps a SCH [Stretham Community Hub] newsletter?

Q9. How important is it for the Village Centre to take sustainability and environment into account?

(Ideas include solar roof and battery, rainwater collection, ground source heat pump, insulation)

14 respondents answered this question, with two of these selecting two of the answer options. Most

respondents felt that maximising sustainability is most important, as shown below.

Answer option No. responses

All in, maximise long-term sustainability even if it

costs more to build and is a 10+ years payback

8

Balanced, implement options that have a 5-10

year payback

5

Minimal, look for options which don’t cost much

to implement

3

Not important, facilities should be the focus 0
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Q10. Please write any other feedback, thoughts or suggestions in the box below.

The comments provided within the responses to this question, as well as those written on post-it notes

and attached to the print-outs of the design, can be themed as follows:

Theme No. responses

Design 4

Support 4

Access/parking 4

Amenities/facilities 3

Landscaping 3

Operational aspects 3

Sustainability 2

Design:

● I love the plans and the more it can look like the farmyard/farm buildings

● Council offices: too big, meetings can be within public rooms - make smaller. Kitchen/bar/coffee

shop must be flexible with facilities. Fridges/counter/sink/power - perishable goods/drinks to

come in as reqd. Must be able to serve as many spaces from service point - servery to function

room, social club, main hall. Larger spaces to have flexible spaces, movable walls. WCs could be

gender neutral? WC pan/[illegible word]/accessible. Marquee space could be sun shade

demountable.

● Building, sound-proofing for more than one group

● Will regular groups have access to storage? eg WI equipment

Support:

● Splendid plan, expanding village so a centre of this size is needed

● I love the plans and the more it can look like the farmyard/farm buildings

● Great that the parish council has taken on the challenge

● A very exciting development for the village

Access/parking:

● Walking access along Plantation Gate in conflict with farm traffic, which are very large. Street

lighting is minimal along Brook Lane, a great percentage does not have a footpath.

● Only concern is access on Petersfield (road not wide enough?) and parking facilities - need to

avoid function parking on Petersfield and Manor Farm
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● Is the car park going to be enough for how many people may be there?

● Concerns as to control of access to site from Brook Lane and Plantation Gate. Vehicular traffic

to and from farm.

Amenities/facilities:

● Combine bar as coffee shop

● Social club - is it fully occupied - blocked out full time.

● Can more than one group use facilities at one time?

Landscaping:

● Wild flowers to be planted along the frontage to Plantation Gate rather than in courtyard

● Wild flower patch. Is not accessible with wheelchairs put to front landscaping.

Operational aspects:

● Overall control of building - maintenance/upkeep/caretaker?

● How much will cost to hire functions wedding parties?

● Hire of kitchen for function, say table top, how much will this be extra cost?

Sustainability:

● Solar roof. Rain water collections. Electric car charging points at new centre

● Solar roof

Feedback from local residents

Q1. Which of the amenities and facilities at the Village Centre would you be likely to use? (please tick all

that apply)

Answer option No. responses

Community cafe
33

Main hall
31

Social club
29

Garden
24

Function room
22

Terraces/courtyards
22

Meeting room
19
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Kitchen
18

Micro retail units
12

Six respondents provided further responses to this question:

● None at all

● None if built on Manor Farm

● None of the above

● Biased question - should be 'if a site is agreed after consultation, which services might you use?'

● None

● None!

Q2. What do you think of the designs?

72 responses were provided to this question, with almost 70% being positive in sentiment and around a

quarter negative.

Theme No. responses

Positive comment, with no reservations 26

Negative comment 24

Positive comment, modifications suggested 18

Neutral comment 3

Positive comments, with no reservations:

● Looks good, not out of keeping with buildings around. Nice to have outside space for the

warmer days. Nice large windows for plenty of natural light.

● Very well thought out, lots of green space, will allow for a wide variety of uses in the one space.

● Suits the situation well.

● Well put together.

● Very good

● Very good

● Lovely, the green space is lovely.

● Interesting mixture of spaces. Like it.

● It is fine.

● In principle looks attractive.

● Very inclusive.

● Very nice.

● Fits in with rest of residential buildings. Nice to have green areas around building.

● Design good. Well thought out.
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● Looks great!

● OK

● Very well thought of, looks like a barn style.

● Brilliant

● Excellent

● Great designs

● Really good

● Absolutely great - hope it looks as good once it's up and running. I think a lot of thought has

gone into the planning and it should work very well.

● Excellent

● Wonderful. Glad the play area has gone - we have 3 already that are not maintained - one very

close.

● The design appears to show a high degree of flexibility in how the centre can be used and

adapted for future use.

● OK

Negative comment

● Too ambitious.

● Layout not flowing, car park provision not good. Location on Rec better.

● All looks very expensive to build. Do we really need all these facilities?

● Far too ambitious for a village this size. I gather there has been no feasibility study or business

plan. How on earth in a village this size going to fund £1600 a week to run/maintain this? If the

pavilion can't run at a profit or be maintained how and WHO will be picking up the bill when it

fails?

● Irrelevant. No one has been asked for their views as to site/appearance/facilities. The scheme is

a pet project of a small group of councillors.

● Too large and costly for a small village - not enough car parking, very poor access, road

unsuitable

● Micro retail units not appropriate and clearly on the plan as 'good idea' to gain public support.

Poor access, lack of car parking, too costly.

● Far too many buildings for the village requirements. Open plan courtyards will generate lots of

noise to the detriment of nearby residents.

● Poorly designed - over the top - inadequate access.

● Permanent stage is limited use for large/... area lost to permanent use not totally inclusive of

hall floorspace.

● Very poor access. The whole village development needs to be looked at as a whole. New access

off A10 round the cemetery is needed. Poor planning.

● In the wrong location.

● Not very good. Wrong location. Inadequate parking. Should concentrate on 1 main hall (bigger!)

initially with room for expansion in the future. In a few years time as the village grows it will be

seen as inadequate with no room for the facilities to grow. No room for sporting activities.
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● How the hell can you have micro retail units, a function room for up to 30 people, a daytime

community cafe and all the other gubbins with so little parking. It will be a disaster.

● I am disappointed to see that you say you want to make it the village hub but there isn’t enough

room for more than 150 people which is a tiny percentage of the future population so we would

quickly out grow this. Also the layout is a bit odd.

● Dislike and not practical should not be built on this housing estate or impact on residents. How

long before complaints of late night social events. This is not the centre of the village this is the

outskirts. How will the elderly or disabled be able to get to and from as easy as they do the

current parish rooms.

● Buggers muddle. Too many buildings most of which are not needed. Retail units? Why Council

Office, just cosy club this mess shows that. Who designed this a child? I am angry &

disappointed, if the parish council has money to waste you can resurface Fieldside & give us a

new street light. We are the victims of suspect decisions with profits in mind.

● The designs worry me - is this project not going to become an expensive white elephant which

can't generate enough income to wash its face? Are the financial models publicly accessible? I

am also strongly concerned that the immediate infrastructure surrounding the proposed

development is not fit for purpose - these are relatively narrow residential streets which were

not built with such amenities (which will surely require 'custom' from those beyond the village

borders if the development has any chance of sustaining itself) in mind.

● The overall size of the building is far too big for such a small village, far too ambitious. The

location is not suitable either, being on a residential estate the noise, litter and traffic would be

too much for residents to put up with. The road that is planned to be used as the main way to

reach the centre is not suitable, it is far too narrow. There is not enough parking. There are no

sports pitches next to it.

● Those are not designs, but rather children school project sketch. Be serious about this, with all

tools available at that late stage you are presenting visualisation graphic.

● Lack of correspondence with the community about what is needed. Even if this was needed in

2016, most of the groups that needed it will have found alternatives and if they haven't then

obviously didn't need it. Market research from 5 years ago can be more damaging than no

market research at all! This is evident in office buildings etc, COVID has drastically reduced the

need and demand for them across the country.

● I wouldn't use any of them. We already have a village centre with a Pub, shop and church. This

would just take business away for the Pub and the Shop. If a new village hall is needed part of

the existing rec should be utilised as this has easy access to the main road.

Positive comments, modifications suggested:

● As a basis to work from, good

● Brilliant. Don't forget dog bins. You will not please everyone.

● The design is alright, the location is wrong.

● Designs look good, nobody seems to know anything, ie size, cost, if retails units are SWCLT or

SPC?
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● Very attractive BUT I cannot see how it will work. In the situation/site you have planned - How

will it generate the funds to pay for it?

● I like the mixture of public and more private areas. It seems to have something for everyone. My

only concern is enough parking so Petersfield and Manor Farm aren't impacted.

● Design looks good. I think that the main hall needs to be bigger as the village will grow. The

panto group could use a bigger hall for audience. Also Little Thetford has started to do cinema

showings - is this something the hall could be used for? Is the seating area in constant sunlight?

And out of the wind? And covered? I think the marquee space should be by the seating area.

● Looks good but very large.

● Fine. But why do we need micro retail units?

● Whilst aesthetically pleasing, we are keen to understand how the current requirements and

resulting plans have been determined as it is a significant space that is going to take tax payers

money to maintain.

● It looks low maintenance which is good. It needs an overflow car park.

● Design is fine maybe access road to be [illegible word]

● Offer a lot of facilities - covering social and work bases. Ambitious plans - perhaps too

ambitious. Is there a demand for such extensive facilities - would it be cost effective?

● Needs some fine-tuning but appears to be evolving along the right lines. It is impossible to fully

meet everyone's needs. Insufficient toilet facilities if the facilities are fully used - disabled

toilets?

● Seems rather large but has some useful amenities. An extended version of the current building

on the recreation ground would be better suited to the village, clubs and visitors. A smaller

facility at Manor farm and an improved facility on the recreation ground (including social club,

function rooms) would benefit even more villagers.

● I welcome the initiative of a new community centre and the revised plans appear to offer a

range of facilities. However, the fact that the village as a whole was not involved in the location

of the facility is hugely disappointing. Access to the new site is far from ideal.  It is naive to think

most people will walk to the site when, in fact, many will drive, especially if facilities are hired

out for functions such as weddings etc. This will involve driving out of the village only to have to

drive back in, via what is currently an unadopted road through a housing development.  There

are already cars parking on Petersfield where residents either do not bother to use their parking

spaces or there is insufficient parking. Combined with Phase IV of Manor Farm, plus the

proposed doctor's surgery and the community centre, I wonder if the road will be safe and fit for

purpose - not to mention disruptive to those that live on Manor Farm. There also seems to be

insufficient parking at the centre. Again, if larger events are planned and it is to have dual

day-time use alongside the doctor's centre in the future, are 30 + 9 spaces sufficient? Will access

be safe for those that do walk or cycle to the centre, presumably via Plantation Gate, crossing

over the current farm track/access road to Phase IV, plus negotiating farm traffic? No public

financial information/business plan was available at the evening itself. I worry that the facility

will not be financially self-supporting and viable.  Many of the proposed village groups are run

by volunteers and charities who might not be able to contribute much in the way of room hire
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costs. Will they be free? How is the centre going to pay for itself? Have any small businesses

expressed an interest in renting space? Will the social club be run by volunteers or a paid

employee? How much will it cost to hire out the hall or function rooms? Who is going to market

the facilities and manage bookings, will it be a volunteer or a paid employee?

● The designs, while pleasant in aesthetics, do strike me as being too large for a village of this

size. Do we really need a hall and a function room and a meeting room? And it is unclear to me

why retail/business space is being included - this seems odd for a public amenity.

● I feel that generally the amended designs represent what will be needed in the Centre. I am

wondering whether the kitchen will be large enough and equipped enough if there is more than

one room holding an activity or event at the same time.

Neutral comments:

● The footprint is very large.

● Why do the parish council need so much space?

● Ok … more concerned with the impact on locals roads

● Do not think cafe will be used during day.

Q3. Are there any other amenities or facilities that the Village Centre should have to make it more

attractive?

49 responses were provided to this question, some offering multiple suggestions, which can be broadly

themed as follows:

Amenities/facilities:

● Toilets with more than a loo. A vanity unit, mirror and, if you want to attract "other" use, baby

changing facilities.

● Kitchen needs cooker, fridge, dishwasher, plenty of cupboards for storage for different clubs

that will use it. Round tables in hall and meeting rooms, much easier to interact, comfortable

chairs.

● I think a library area and reading area would be good, maybe with some accompanying IT ie

computer facilities so that those without them at home could access the internet.

● Pool table area. Yoga/keep fit groups.

● Please add a changing area for disabled children and adults. Please see

www.changing-places.org

● Probably as above. The cafe should have a covered outdoor area. Also not a 'play' area for

children, but something for little kids to do whilst parents/grandparents are having tea.

● More for the elderly to get together and socialising.

● Any indoor sports possible in main hall ie badminton?

● What will capacity of Social Club be? What would its proposed hours be?
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● Proper bar (like bowls club).

● A skate park for young people.

● Cafe, community working space.

● Coffee shop (full time - 5/6 days a week)

● Fitness centre or an outside gym.

● Football pitch.

● Social Club needs pool table so I could bring a team here for the Ely league Thursday nights.

● More bar/cafe space. Kitchen area looks small especially if it is intended for caterers to come in

(wash hand basins kitchen and bar).

● Cinema for all age groups.

● .... all be accessible, hearing loop, accessible bar/coffee shop - counter low.

● Think it would be great for village school to visit and maybe do art work which could be

displayed. Important for all ages and abilities to be included so invalide slopes etc.

● It covers everything a village needs.

● Decent outside furniture.

● Play park. Dog park, adult fitness outdoor equipment, skate park, basketball court,squash court,

badminton court make this like Soham a sports centre

● A field or artificial pitch for sports clubs, meeting groups, Scouts, Guides etc.

● It would be good to have a gym/fitness centre (perhaps run/managed by a 3rd party). But this

would add additional cost and space requirements.

● Yes. You have promised on previous plans more business units, which is now reduced to one

small unit. We need more facilities in the village - bakery, coffee shop, butcher, another local

shop. We need indoor sport centre (gym for all), library.

Location:

● I think the village centre should be located on the recreation ground where the present pavilion

is!!

● To have a purpose built social club on the 'Rec' with a building/hall /social club. You would have

custom from all the sports clubs and the children already have the play area there. I live

opposite the 'Rec' and what there is now is an eyesore! There would be no need for a lot of what

is on the plans.

● Well put beside the football fields but as those won't be moving what's the point of a social

club?

● Central location in village

● Be more central! Be more accessible.

● Move the location to the recreation ground. Then the building will be used more frequently.

● Put it in a place where easy access to residents of all ages

● Yep. Move it to where it should be. Namely the recreation ground.

● If the Village centre was closer to other village amenities (i.e. sports pitches, playpark) it would

get greater use.

● It should be smaller and it should be located on the recreation ground next to the sports
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pitches.

Parking/access:

● More vehicle parking if possible

● Better road access, through Petersfield is absolutely ridiculous!

● Parking may be an issue.

● A new access road.

● Access via Plantation Gate is not satisfactory.

● More parking.

● Sufficient parking so residents won’t have their streets turned into a car park

Other:

● No already taking away from pub with social club/shop.

● Less cost would give more bang for buck.

● A proper public consultation, NOT a flannel job promising Nirvana (interesting that the health

centre is now only "possible").

● Complete overhaul of the design

● No market research conducted with locals recently about what is needed, where the location

should be, no information on how to tender for the design/architecture works. It seems the

amenities and facilities are completely built around the wants of the parish council not the

needs of the area.

● Preserve the natural beauty of the surrounding countryside

Q4. How do you think you would be most likely to travel to the Village Centre? (e.g. walk, cycle, drive)

Over 70% of respondents who answered this question stated that they would be most likely to walk to

the Village Centre.

No. responses

Walk 48

Drive 16

Cycle 3

Q5. Do you think having a village centre will improve Stretham residents’ well-being?

Just over half of those who responded to this question said that they thought having a village centre will

improve residents’ well-being.
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No. responses

Yes 39

Unsure 19

No 9

Q6. Do you have an idea for a new group, activity or event(s) that you would like to set up and/or

organise at the new Village Centre?

The following suggestions were provided:

● Petanque- members of the WI have, in the past, driven to Histon (The Boot) to practice and play.

● Cinema club/film evenings. Library Area. Folk Music club.

● Open air cinema/indoor cinema (big screen) showing of films.

● Special needs groups - great facilities for them.

● Badminton courts?

● Kids clubs: Chess, books etc. Basic IT skills for beginners.

● More drop in / remote works space.

● Village reference material - maps/books (ask Mike Petty).

● Coffee shop (permanent)

● Pool team

● More fitness classes.

● Parties potentially weddings if nice enough.

● Over 60s cinema club. Petanque

● Children's cinema club & cinema club for mothers & babies/toddlers.

● Sporting groups will be needed to use it, or it will cost us the tax payers more and more

● Oap free lunches

● Instructor lead fitness classes.

● Give something for those, who don't want to be a part of any organised group - public gym,

library. Village Centre will only benefit selected individuals.

The following additional comments were provided:

● Yes - residents consultation

● A group to review the ideas the Council are trying to push through without our correspondence

and to create questionnaires that don't lead the persons answers in a way to agree with the

councillors ideas!

● What will the hourly hire fees be not all groups can afford an increase in what they currently pay
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● Nothing that cannot already be catered for using the existing village facilities.

● Yes. Set up a new group to look into the decision making process for the “agreed” location of

the Village Centre.

● I think other people need to step up in the village and run groups. I appreciate the help SPC

have given our group (scouts) on reduced rates to help us get up and running. I'm sure they will

help groups get started.

Q7. Which of these names do you prefer as the formal name for the Village Centre ?

Answer option No. responses

Stretham Community Hub 18

Stretham Village Centre 13

Stretham Village Hub 6

Q8. Do you have any suggestions on how we can make the Village Centre a long-term success?

Responses provided to this question were as follows:

● Regular meetings to listen to any criticism

● Get as much interest as you can from other outlets: keep fit, dancing, history group, pop-in

cafe for the elderly, library.

● Who is going to pay for it?

● Good advertising. Also Christmas fairs etc, seasonal events to attract people from other

areas.

● Put it in a different location to start with. Do proper calculation of costs and how this will

be paid for in the longer term (running it).

● Keep build cost down! Keep monthly cost down. Get a team together who have business

experience.

● In the social club, it would be good to have an area for children, doesn't need to be big or

have huge toys, just a small selection of things while parents/carers enjoy a drink.

● I just can't see it working. The SRC Hall all those years ago, has proved that this isn't

something that will work. All the things we flagged up when those plans were put forward

have happened & it's now a sad remnant only really used for football.

● Include everyone young, old, disabled. Committee separate from the Parish Council with

neutral people outside the village to give balance.

● By having membership fees every year so they would use it more.

● Better location used during yearly events with Stretham [illegible word] over 2 [illegible
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word]

● Make prices for cafe and functions - bar etc affordable. Have a mini market at

weekends/get togethers.

● Only if you can be 100% certain that it will pay for itself. Has feasibility study been

completed?

● Maintenance essential. Easy booking system. Membership scheme - small contribution.

Full schedule of classes advertised over social media.

● Scale it down!

● With no published feasibility study how can any of us know? The location is wrong.

● This is going to be very hard personally. This will be a white elephant.

● Enough parking for the facilities.

● More central location and better road access.

● Difficult to conceive how this can be done.

● Ask the residents properly first!

● Advertise any groups/events to ensure good attendance to generate income.

● Consult village residents on the specific location as it would appear from the presentation

that only the Parish Council have determined that its current location may limit use and

take up. The building is significant and is going to be costly to maintain.

● Do you intend to sell/re-develop the existing hall?

● Combine it with already owned land & buildings. Too costly to maintain after spending so

much on buying land.

● Yes. Reduce the overall plan to provide what is needed not wanted. Site is inappropriate

and to suggest revenue can be generated to cover the costs is not costed.

● Make access acceptable to those who live near it and those who want to visit it.

● Locate the village centre on the Recreation Ground.

● Improved access - Petersfield will not be able to cope with the increased traffic. Could you

not build a road to the right of Petersfield to provide access to the new village centre?

● Costed long term maintenance plan/operational costs - flexibility of use - able to adapt to

vacant use.

● Put it on the recreation ground.

● Is there enough parking especially if the centre is being fully used or if there is a large

external function taking place?

● Social activities on weekends & sports during the week: pool, darts, takeaway

● Up to date website to list "what's on" with full contact details.

● Long term forward planning (seems to be missing). Lack of links to sporting facilities. Will

be mainly for old people.

● Delete marquee. Insert canopy attached to main hall. Treat canopy as overflow area for

hall summer and winter.

● Involvement with local groups and all events widely publicised - good marketing.

● Hire room out.

● Promote accessibility - good parking and access.
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● Everyone must put their heart into it and keep using it - we're lucky to have such a great

place and everyone must be included.

● Hoping people will use it.

● Enable residents to run groups.

● Reduce the costs! Only about 30% of the village follow what the PC are doing, these are

split between those in favour and those not. The other 70% will take interest when their

council tax rises because of it. Leading to about 85% of the village being very against it, by

then it will be too late.

● Start the entire decision making process again so villagers themselves can decide on

where the new centre should be.

● Yes we as a community need an input to price of the hire and make it affordable for

individuals otherwise it will stand empty

● Consult and give each resident needs a vote and counted by an impartial body not the

parish council or anyone associated with this plan

● The choice of location should be put to a village vote as well as the future plans around the

other parish buildings.

● Don’t waste the money on it as is, One building is sufficient.

● Involve the community more, market the facilities to attract users.

● Rethink the scale of this village centre to be more in-line with the needs of the village, and

take a rational approach to the use of existing village resources (i.e. the pavilion, the parish

rooms). Do not make the longer term economic viability of the project dependent on

speculative estimations of retail/business revenue from the private units (what happens

when they are left vacant?).

● Make it smaller and less expensive to run

● Make it smaller. Build it on the recreation ground. Demolish the white elephant that is the

Pavilion and rebuild on that site. Something that isn't a monstrosity and make it something

that is more affordable! Conduct a feasibility study. Consult on location.

● Build for the residents and not the ego of a counsellor

● Carry out research with other village parishes that have taken this step and learn from their

mistakes and successes. Continue to assess what is/isn't working and adapt the centre to

suit the population needs, this could include village surveys.

● Versatile - don't let it become closed club for selected few.

● 1) Social outdoor activities such as big screen film showings 2) Social evenings such as 60’s

and 80’s events 3) Good promotion of the Centre and keeping fees as low as possible to

encourage people to hold and/or attend functions, events.

● SWOT analysis, cashflow forecast, income and expense forecast, market research into

competition in the area and the use of their facilities. Who would use it, proposed pricing

structures (needed for cashflow). The same information anyone would expect before a

company or body spends a large amount of money on an investment/project. Proper

tendering for design work and the construction.

● Keep it where it is in the centre of the village
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Q9. How important is it for the Village Centre to take sustainability and environment into account?

(Ideas include solar roof and battery, rainwater collection, ground source heat pump, insulation)

60 respondents answered this question, with most respondents saying that maximising sustainability is

most important, as shown below.

Answer option No. responses

All in, maximise long-term sustainability even if it

costs more to build and is a 10+ years payback

29

Balanced, implement options that have a 5-10

year payback

21

Minimal, look for options which don’t cost much

to implement

7

Not important, facilities should be the focus 3

Q10. Please write any other feedback, thoughts or suggestions in the box below.

The comments provided within the responses to this question can be themed as follows:

Theme No. responses

Access/parking 17

Consultation 15

Principle/costs 15

Location 7

Noise 5

Amenities/facilities 4
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Design 3

Support 3

Sustainability 2

Other 5

Access/parking:

● Access road totally inadequate.

● In the interests of safety please continue to plan for the closure of Plantation Gate to road

vehicles to the site.

● Petersfield is quite narrow in places - is there adequate space for access? To avoid visitors using

the roads of Petersfield as overflow parking, could the side roads be made "residents only"? (eg

Feast Green)

● Is there enough parking?

● More parking at site - utilise the delivery bays to park into later in day.

● Roads approaching the site need to be improved, widened. Controlled parking zones to

minimise impact on local residents.

● 4. Has the road been adopted?

● How are people going to drive in on the small roads? Seems very unfair on recent residents. No,

I'm not one.

● Very concerned that if the village centre is used to full capacity there won't be enough parking.

Also concerned about the speed of through traffic on A1123 makes right turning out of

Petersfield sometimes dangerous.

● Petersfield is inadequate for access, even worse if / when the health hub is built. It is not wide

enough for wider vehicles (ambulances?) to pass. Residents' doors are virtually at the roadside.

Only real solution is a new road in from A10

● Too close to a residential area - causing increased noise, traffic & poor access.

● I am anxious about traffic (of all kinds) along Plantation Gate which is VERY narrow and there

are already hassles there with very small amounts of traffic. Bollards have been mentioned

(only mentioned not planned!!) I would like reassurance about access not just "this is not

planned yet!" A lot of residents live very close to Plantation Gate. I hope their wishes/quality of

life will be taken into account.

● You need to provide a new access road to the proposed village centre.

● Parking for the micro units needs to be a separate thing. New access off A10.

● Need to consider parking along Plantation Gate - could sign be erected to deter parking.

● Talk to the residents. The impact this will have local roads not designed to support this volume.

Petersfield is a cul-de-sac … so much for village life ….

● I am fundamentally against this. It is not in the centre of the village and will just bring traffic to

an area that many of us use for peaceful walking and reflection in the pathways around
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plantation gate and the cemetery.

Consultation

● This consultation is not balanced, it assumes that the location chosen by the council is the

best, but just ignores the drawbacks of this. Unfair representation of the drawbacks of the

other location, which has not been fairly considered. Overall, not happy with the way this has

been done, including ignoring minuted decisions of parish meetings instead of looking back

at minutes. Disappointing.

● This is being presented as a "fete accomplis". We're really not being consulted - it's planned &

all ready to go. The village isn't really being given any choice at all.

● I feel the residents have not been consulted about the location.

● 1. This is NOT a public consultation - decisions have already been made.

● This 'consultation' is a sham, a public relations exercise. How can you say something is

'decided' when only three or four councillors support it.

● The village needs facilities but public engagement in all aspects of process including

identifying preferred location would have been preferable.

● Lack of consultation of residents as to the best suited site.

● Poorly written questionnaire, loaded without attempt to show transparency as 'REAL'

feedback.

● Consult with the whole village before committing to spend £1.5 million.

● The village was not consulted on this properly. It has been pushed through without hardly any

knowledge by residents. The county council should be made aware of this as public money

has been given wrongfully backed by thinking it is community based.

● We as villagers should have a vote on whether this should proceed before going to the

planning application is submitted as you need to get local buy in and that it doesn’t fail to be

a success.

● Yes, the designs themselves are a worry, given the long term financial implications for the

community. I am also incredibly shocked that the village has not been involved in a full and

transparent way in the selection of a site for this development. Many reasons have been given

as to why the Recreation Ground is not suitable, which I understand will be aligned with the

interests of that part of the village. But why have the existing Manor Farm residents' interests

been brushed aside? Where is the balance? This consultation is not good enough - a proper

village-wide consultation should be held first on the location of this development. In avoiding

this, the Parish Council and CLT are abusing the trust of those within this parish, and are

making a mockery of themselves.

● I feel this project has not been thoroughly thought through. Residents have not been

consulted properly in terms of location, size, design and cost.

● I do hope that everyone's comments will be taken on board and regular feedback is provided.

● This questionnaire is biased and based on what the council would like to implement and was

only produced because a group of people in the village found out about it and made a fuss!

There has been no tendering and no research for 5 years and if there has it’s been kept so
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quiet no one can get involved.

Principle/costs:

● The Parish Council are being very vague about size, cost, how it will be funded, how to make

revenue. They do not know what they are doing.

● Need to ensure it's not a red herring. Needs to pay for itself. Smaller options would be better.

Keeping some of the options within design

● How has it got this far before someone with common sense has looked at this and realised

that building costs and running cost are too ambitious for a village this size.

● 2. Where is the feasibility study that suggests this can work socially & financially? 3. Who will

pay for the upkeep if none of this works?

● It really does look like a vanity project

● Running costs? How will you finance that?

● Has the council done a deal with Laragh Homes prior to any consultation? How do you justify

the costs of plans, architects fees?

● How much will our council tax go up??

● I hope the final drawings are put out to tender to ensure value for money.

● Also how much this impacts the council tax. Has there been a time any management study for

existing buildings within the village. Also with the retail space how is this going to be a draw

and a destination for the public to go and spend their money otherwise they will stand empty

and as for the access roads to the development this is going to massively increase this past

the exhausting properties

● For transparency I would suggest you give all households a breakdown of which groups use

our current village facilities, how often, the income from each group pre pandemic and the

annual cost to maintain and run each building and how much we as villagers we currently

contribute against the new village hub. Why only a hall for 150 when the community has so

many more residents? Ask the people, get us on side, this plan looks great but as most people

25-60 are working the building will be empty for the majority of the working week. How will

this pay group members can't afford to pay more to attend. Do you feel with the current

pandemic you should postpone and review with residents in the new year, groups are not

meeting in the same way lots are using virtual options

● There has been no feasibility study conducted to demonstrate the financial and social viability

of the proposed premises. This is all very concerning to me as a Parish resident. What can you

do to ensure this project doesn't cost the Parish more than it needs to? How will I know that

this won't be a failure in terms of generating enough income from activities held in the village

centre to generate enough to cover the overall running and maintenance costs, along with

being able to pay back the borrowing to build it? How can you prove to me that this proposed

building is what the Parish wants and needs and will be a success?

● Stop pretending that you care, clearly you have made your mind already, this feedback seems

pointless. Extremely disappointed about push back for building new GP - on your plans it says

'possible future medical centre'. What do you mean by 'possible'? It was promised long time
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ago, it's unbelievable that you have focused first on maximising sales of houses and didn't

deliver this one item promised to the community. Now you are focused on Village Centre? We

need modern local GP, library and other facilities that are opened to public and serve all, not

only groups. We need facilities which will enable us to spend our money in the village, rather

than commuting to Ely, Waterbeach, Cambridge - coffee shop, butcher / farm shop, another

local shop. Give us something in return, otherwise Stretham will end up as a accommodation

village for workers, who commute and spend their money elsewhere.

● There is obviously a huge lack of professional financial background within the council. The

groups asked on the 16/11 will not be groups that can fund this development even combined.

There are no proper plans, no sizes, what is the size internally and externally? What is the

total cost? The proposal is a bunch of sketches of a building with no informative information, I

employ 4 architects and they are all appalled by the detail and lack of info.

● We are incredibly lucky to still have a shop and a pub in the heart of our village. We should be

supporting these and using this land at manor farm for affordable housing.

Location:

● It is in the wrong location. Too much noise will be generated especially evenings/weekends.

● Don't really see logic of proposed location. On Recreation Field seems a better place to put it.

● Wrong location.

● I do not agree with the location of the proposed village site. I think you should have consulted

with the residents of the village before deciding on the site. You are in danger of losing the

village nature of the village. Please reconsider possible sites, including modernising the Parish

Rooms and put the options to the residents.

● Build the whole thing just north of the cemetery.

● Outdoor existing sports clubs will not be able to make use of the Centre as it is not located

next to the recreation ground.

● The location of the village centre should be subject to consultation. People from all sides of

the village have said that the planned location does not make sense - it is harder to get to

than the rec, it is less central, it does not benefit from existing amenities (contrary to the info

on slide 3) such as playpark, playing fields, bowling green, and if it would take up too much of

the existing green space that is because the planned building is too large for a village of this

size! Better to build something that is quality and size-appropriate. The PC would not need to

buy more land - make better use of the land already owned (i.e. under the under-used and

poorly maintained pavilion). NB caretaker accommodation could still be provided elsewhere

(i.e. phase 4) - caretaker need not live in the VC!

Noise:

● Too much noise will be generated especially evenings/weekends.

● I have concerns about noise and nuisance from people walking past existing Plantation Gate

late at night. Therefore my concerns are about alcohol served late at night even on

non-function days. I don't want to see this acting as a social club on weekday evenings.
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● Too close to a residential area - causing increased noise, traffic & poor access.

● You need to provide more sound proofing to protect local residents from potential noise

especially from the open areas.

● Exterior lighting - will it affect residents? What levels of soundproofing are intended?

Amenities/facilities:

● A petanque court, as was lost at the Red Lion. Quite a few teams played as did the WI.

● Bigger Hall. Larger outdoor seating area - make sure it is in sunshine and out of wind. Heaters

in it.

● A good, proper bar incorporated in the main hall

● Access from hall to smaller marquee/courtyard? Doors or all windows? All stakeholders/users

to have operational meetings to have a joined up approach to use/cleaning/set-up etc

Support:

● This is a brill idea. Need to bring community together. Current facilities are not adequate &

don't meet DDA.

● Yes it will be a great asset. Location good.

● Ignore the Nimbys!

Design:

● Wrong buildings. Not open to public scrutiny.

● Ensure it is all fully accessible, light and bright.

● I feel that the final exterior designs should incorporate a blending in with the surroundings I.e.

Manor Farm and the Plantation Gate/rear of Oak Drive house

Sustainability:

● Ground or air-source heat pumps and solar panels a must.

● With rising/volatile energy prices the centre should be make as sustainable as possible in

order to reduce the reliance on external sources of energy, the building will have a long

lifecycle so that should be kept in mind when investing in sustainable solutions. I would

support the use rainwater for garden/lawn maintenance and for toilet flushing.

Other:

● How are other facilities implicated within these plans?

● Need younger members on committee.

● Exterior lighting - will it affect residents?

● This is just a wish list which is for the chosen few at the expense of all.

● My preference for the formal name for the Centre is ‘Stretham Community Centre’ rather than

‘hub’.
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Demographics

As well as capturing feedback, the forms asked respondents to specify their age bracket, whether they

live in the parish and, if so, on which road/street.

Age group User group

responses

Local resident

responses

Total responses

/ % of

responses

0-10 0 0 0

11-18 0 1 1

19-30 0 7 7

31-65 9 42 51

66+ 11 28 39

Of the 88 respondents who provided information on where they live, they all said they live in the parish,

with the following roads/streets in the parish represented:

● Reads Street

● Meadowcroft

● Newmarket Road

● High Street

● Berry Close

● Akeman Close

● Hazel Court

● Short Road

● Chapel Street

● Lazy Otter Meadows

● Berry Green area

● Plantation Gate

● Sennitt Way

● Feast Green

● Cage Lane

● Green End

● Ely Road

● Chadwick Way

● Walnut Tree Close

● Petersfield

● Wilburton Road

● Oak Drive

● Crofters

● Fieldside

● Cambridge Road
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6. Outcomes

Considering feedback and evolving the design

Feedback has been considered throughout the consultation period in the evolution of the Village

Centre design. Changes were made to the initial draft design, following feedback from the user

groups, as shown below.

Initial draft design, presented to user groups at design workshop (16th November 2021):
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Updated design, taking feedback from user groups into consideration, presented to local residents at

public exhibition (30th November 2021):

This updated design has since evolved further following the feedback received from the public

exhibition and the website, as shown below. The final design (shown on the following page) has been

submitted with the planning application.
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Final, submitted design (June 2022):

Key updates made as a result of public consultation feedback:

● The kitchen has been reconfigured to create more of a direct connection to the social club,

function room and main hall

● The keg and chilled store location have been moved closer to the bar to reduce the length of

supply pipes

● Additional WCs have been added next to the main hall, so hall users could have their own

facilities, separate from those intended for use by the social club

● An extra bar has been added to the main hall for functions, separate to the social club bar

● A location for a sound and lighting box has been added above the new WCs in the main hall

● Plans for a permanent stage in the main hall have been added, with storage space beneath

● The meeting room has also been designated as a changing room, for use by performance

groups

● Additional parking spaces have been provided (from 39 to 42), with options for additional

parking to cater for large events being considered

● Changes to roof lines and room heights have been made
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Responding to key themes

As well as evolving the design, when developing the submitted planning application the applicant

and architects have taken into consideration the comments and suggestions received during the

consultation period, which can be themed as follows:

Access/parking

Some respondents questioned the level of parking provision proposed at the Village Centre and/or

the adequacy of the access to the site.

The 42 car parking spaces proposed exceeds the provision of 27 as suggested by East Cambridgeshire

District Council’s policy. Ample cycle storage is also included. Should the GP surgery be developed in

the future on neighbouring land, it is likely parking provision could be shared, with more spaces

becoming available in the GP surgery car park during the Village Centre’s peak times of evenings and

weekends.

The applicant will take steps to try and avoid users of the Village Centre parking in neighbouring

streets and that they use designated access routes into the Village Centre.

The majority of those who responded to the consultation said they would walk to the Village Centre.

Consultation

Some respondents felt they hadn’t been properly consulted on the preferred location for the new

Village Centre and/or were unaware of the plans until now.

As detailed in Section 2, the applicant has been engaging members of the Stretham parish in the idea

of a new community facility since 2016, when an initial parish-wide consultation about how to

improve the current Parish Rooms found that they were not fit-for-purpose and that a new facility was

needed. In 2018, a follow up survey and consultation exercise resulted in 95% support for a new

Village Centre. Following this, initial plans were drawn up and estimates received, however in 2019

the project was paused due to lack of funding. In 2020, Cambridgeshire County Council approved part

of the funding required for the development of a new facility and the project was re-started. In early

2021, a preferred site location was identified and initial designs were developed.

At each stage, information has been shared and participation encouraged by the Parish Council via

the monthly newsletter delivered to all households in the parish, on the Parish Council website and at

Parish Council meetings. With the limited resources available to the Parish Council, best endeavours

have been made to make everyone within the parish aware of the project from the beginning and to

properly listen to views and suggestions.

Principle/costs

Some responses included concerns about the costs and financial viability of the project.
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A business plan, including both capital and operational budget is being developed as part of the

project and as estimates become available. The plans are being costed and the applicant continues to

seek additional sources of funding to reduce the size of any loan required and hence any impact on

the precept to cover the loan repayments. In addition, the applicant is considering how phasing the

construction process may reduce initial costs.

Location

Some respondents queried the preferred location for the Village Centre.

The Parish Council considered seven possible locations for the new Village Centre, which were

narrowed down to two, largely based on access, landowner agreement and the amount of space

available. The Recreation Ground was considered, however the Village Centre would have taken up

about a third of the site, removing a lot of public green space from the village. There were also concerns

about traffic along Short Road, potential disruption during construction and a lack of connection to

other village facilities.

The site at Plantation Gate is thought to be a good site for the Village Centre because it allows for a

good-sized, flexible building to support a wide range of uses. It is next to Manor Farm, which supports

and strengthens the work Stretham and Wilburton Community Land Trust is doing and reduces building

and site acquisition costs. It is also right next to the future site for a potential new GP surgery, allowing

car parking to be shared. Finally, there wouldn’t be a need to include caretaker accommodation in the

new building as this could be provided in Phase 4 of Manor Farm (which has planning permission and is

expected to be built in 2022).

Noise

Some respondents raised concerns about potential noise resulting from the use of the Village Centre

and how this could impact nearby residents.

As can be seen from the designs, they are based around two courtyards with openings and windows

located on the courtyard side - this will help to contain any noise.

The applicant Is engaging an acoustic consultant as part of the project, and will develop suitable

policies with respect to noise by any users of the completed building.
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8. Conclusion and next steps

The applicant has worked collaboratively with the local community for a number of years to ensure

all have had the opportunity to get involved in the plans for a new Village Centre and could have their

say at an early stage of the design process. This early, meaningful and inclusive approach aims to

help ensure the facility is a long-term success, benefitting the whole community.

The feedback received during the latest consultation period has been invaluable in helping the

applicant to evolve the design and deliver a proposal that responds to the community’s comments and

suggestions wherever possible.

Update activity

Now that the application has been submitted, the updated designs have been shared with the

parish via the Parish Council newsletter and website and updates will be made available in the

same places as the project progresses. A set of Frequently Asked Questions is available on the

website and will continue to be maintained as the project progresses. Engagement with local

residents and user groups will continue throughout the planning process, to ensure the community

remains involved and up-to-date and any queries are responded to.

A Management Committee has been set up, with objectives to ensure the Village Centre is properly

run, is a going concern and is a long-term success and benefit to the village. The committee

includes representatives of the key user groups who will use the Village Centre.
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Appendix

Insert included in the parish council newsletter and used as a poster
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Presentation to user groups
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Exhibition boards - for public consultation event
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Feedback form
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